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EDITOR’S NOTE
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Warm Regards

Our readers have welcomed the feature - 

A Special Guest and in this issue we have a 

contribution by H.E Mrs. Margit Hellwig-Boette – 

Consul General of Germany at Bangalore. 

We welcome New Members to HCCD-India and 

look forward to welcoming many more in the 

months to come.

The Republic of India successfully conducted its 

General Elections in April – May, with 900 million 

eligible voters and a turnout of over 67 per cent – 

the highest ever, even in terms of women voters. 

HCCD- India today has over 135 Members 

representing 95 Countries. This number is 

growing each quarter. 

Saludos! 

It was holiday time and as our Editor continues his 

Globe Trotting adventures, I am happy to bring to 

you the events of the last few months.

The Nation in Focus for this issue is South Korea 

and we have a Special Focus on Lake Assal, 

Djibouti. On the International Page we have a few 

snapshots of the recently concluded FICAC Board 

Meeting at Bulgaria.  

Surbhi Sharma
Associate Editor
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National Day of Rwanda Celebrations were 

attended by many Honorary Consuls from 

Bangalore

Mr. K.L. Ganju, Consul General (Hy.) of Comoros with Ambassador of Morocco 

and Ms. Alka Lamba, M.L.A., Delhi Assembly during National Day celebration 

of Comoros.

Mr. K.L. Ganju, Consul General (Hy.) of Comoros & his wife with Chief Guest, 

Ambassador of Kazakistan, Ambassador of Czech Republic and his wife 

during National Day celebration of Comoros.

Mr. K.L. Ganju, Consul General (Hy.) of Comoros with Hon’ble Mr. P. Bhaggeria, 

Hony. Consul of Maldova and Hon’ble Mr. Ashish Saraf, Hony. Consul of Bahamas 

during National Day celebration of Comoros.

Mr. K.L. Ganju, Consul General (Hy.) of Comoros with Chief Guest, Ambassador of 

Bhutan, Dr. Shovna Narayan, a world renowned dance guru & Dr. (Mrs.) G.K. Ganju 

during National Day celebration of Comoros.



NATION IN FOCUS - REPUBLIC OF KOREA
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SURESH CHUKKAPALLI

Honorary Consul General 

of the Republic of Korea



MUMBAI
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Convened by Gul Kripalani, Honorary Consul 

General of Iceland, Diplomatic Corps collaborated 

with fashion designer Maheka Mirpuri for a 

unique show with Consul Generals from the 

Hungarian, Swedish, US, German, New Zealand, 

French and Canadian Consulates as well as TV 

actors who sashayed down the ramp in classic 

creations designed by Maheka.

AROUND THE NATION - MUMBAI

The Terry Fox India Committee hosted a brunch 

on Sunday, 7th July 2019, for the donors who 

support cancer research and care at Tata 

Memorial Hospital. 

Terry Fox was an amputee who ran across Canada 

to raise awareness about cancer affecting 

children before succumbing to the disease, and 

left a legacy for children around the world.

Whi le  Rochel le  Rao was  the  Master  of 

Ceremonies, Manasi Scott and Sandip Soparkar 

enthralled the audience with their performances. 

Schubert's band regaled with music, with a special 

performance by Elvis impersonator Mehmood 

Curmally and a captivating performance by 

kathak dancer Aditi Bhagwat and flamenco artist 

Kunal Om.

Since 21 years, the city-wide Terry Fox Run has 

been taking place in Mumbai, with just 300 

children in its' first year to now over 7000 children 

from more than 50 schools. 

Mr. Gul Kripalani  with Priya Dutt  & Maheka Mirpuri



CHENNAI
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The 1st Board Meeting of HCCD-India was held at 

Chennai and a grand dinner was hosted by the 

members of the Chennai Chapter of HCCD-India.



SPECIAL FOCUS - 
LAKE ASSAL DJIBOUTI
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Lake Assal is a crater lake in Central-Western 

Djibouti. It is located in the western end of Gulf of 

Tadjoura,  touching Dikhil Region, at the top of the

 Great Rift Valley, around 120 km  West of Djibouti  

City. Lake Assal is a saline lake which lies 155 

metres  below sea level in the Afar Triangle, 

making it the lowest point on land in Africa and 

the third-lowest point on Earth after the Sea of 

Galilee and the Dead Sea. Lake Assal is the world's 

largest salt reserve.  It is like Dead Sea, Lake 

Assal’s high salinity has proven health benefits. 

Rich in Minerals like Magnesium, Calcium and 

Sulphur. Lake Assal’s water can be used to 

cleanse, soothe and revitalize skin as well as 

treatment of  ailments like Rheumatoid Arthritis.

Lake Assal’s future is surely  commercialization 

of  Salt Extraction  and also it will increase the 

revenue on  Tourism. In 2015, Djibouti nominated 

Lake Assal for UNESCO as World Heritage.

The tiny African nation 

Djibouti is a gateway for 

one of the important 

shipping routes of the 

world. Port is the lifeline 

(major source of income) 

for the country. By its 

geographic location it 

gives proximity to many 

areas  in  A f r i ca  and 

Middle East, so provides 

p r i z e d  l o c a t i o n  f o r 

military and naval base to foreign countries 

including America, China and Japan. With 5 Ports  

and proposed new Air Port, Djibouti is poised for 

great economic growth in the coming years. 

Djibouti has natural wonderful untapped tourist 

spots, of which, Lake Assal would be a great 

example.

MAHESH SHETTY

Honorary Consul of 

Djibouti - Bangalore
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BANGALORE

AROUND THE NATION 

Members of the Bangalore Chapter HCCD-India at the event

National Day of Peru at Bangalore – H. E Ambassador with 

Honorary Consul Mr. Vikram Vishwanath

Hon'ble Mr. K L Ganju – President HCCD-India was accorded a 

Warm Welcome by Bangalore Chapter

Latvian Ambassador to India H.E. Mr. Artis Bertulis along with 

Mr. K P Balasubramaniam, Hon. Consul for Latvia with the 

Chief Secretary of Karnataka, Honorable Mr. Vijay Bhaskar

The Honorary Consulate of Tunisia was established at 

Bangalore. H.E Ambassador Mr. Nehmeddine Lakhal presenting 

the 'Exequatur' to Honorary Consul Mrs. Shabeen Sultana



A SPECIAL GUEST
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A t  t h e  G e r m a n  C o n s u l a t e  G e n e r a l  i n 

Bengaluru,we are actively engaged in the federal 

Margit Hellwig-Bötte

Consul General of Germany

Germany and India have had a productive 

bilateral relationship for the last 60 years. We are 

partners in the United Nations and share 

common values on democracy and multi-

lateralism. Together we fight climate change and 

build smart cities. This is why Germany supports 

the clean energy initiatives of the Indian 

government and is financing large-scale solar 

partnership projects to the tune of EUR 1 billion 

over the next five years. These transmission lines 

for green energy in seven selected states with 

high potentials in renewable energywill create 

“green corridors” through India. 

Germany also supports India's Smart City 

Mission, especially in Coimbatore, Bhubaneshwar 

and Kochi. In KochiGerman companies have built 

the world's first airport fully powered by solar 

energy. This has reduced the carbon footprint by 

over 3 lakh metric tons, which is equivalent to 

planting three million trees. 

Bengaluru is where the technological heart of 

India beats. It is a magnet to foreign investors, a 

vibrant, thriving and dynamic place full of 

scientists, researchers, start-ups and creative 

young people with business ideas - a megacity 

with plenty of opportunities and a spirit of 

entrepreneurship. This special background has 

inspired the Consulate and the Indo-German 

Chamber of Commerce (IGCC)in Bengaluruto 

createa platform called BIGSUN, the Bengaluru 

Indo-German Startup Network. BIGSUN is a win-

win initiative for German companies and Indian 

start-ups. It fosters co-creation and co-innovation 

among German corporates and Bengaluru based 

start-ups, offers them easy access to the German 

market and givesthem strong visibility in sector 

specific events.  Combining the German 

dedication to hardware and engineering and the 

Indian passion for software, thiswill boost 

applications for AI, Industry 4.0 and smart 

manufacturing.

states of Karnataka,with its more than 200 

German companies,and Kerala, with about 

70,000 German tourists every year.

B e s i d e s  t h e  I n d o - G e r m a n  C h a m b e r  o f 

Commerce, the offices of 'Invest in Bavaria' and of 

the German Engineering Federation (VDMA) 

support and strengthen the German business 

presence in Bengaluru.Fraunhofer India brings in 

the aspect of applied research. The German 

Academic Exchange Service DAAD in Bengaluru 

and the German cultural institute Goethe-

Institute / Max Mueller Bhavan, present in 

Bengaluru, Trivandrum and Kochi, make sure that 

the almost18,000 Indian students at German 

universities are well prepared and proficient in 

the German language.These students will shape 

the future of our relations and foster Indo-

German exchange. After all, as Nelson Mandela 

put it, “the youth of today are leaders of 

tomorrow”. 
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NEWS FROM WORLD FEDERATION - FICAC

The Board of Directors of FICAC Presented a citation

to His Majesty King Simeon II, Former Prime Minister 

of Bulgaria.

The 4th BOD Meeting of  FICAC & South Eastern 

Europe Conference was held at Sofia, Bulgaria in

 June 2019.
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HISTORY OF CONSULS

The origin of Honorary Consuls can be traced 

back to the 8th century, especially to China, India, 

and the Middle Eastern regions. In Europe, the 

origin of the consular institution takes us to 

ancient Greece where, in 12th Century, the first 

figure of the consul emerged and development to 

its present and more complex structure. The 

official Consular Corps was first established in 

France at the end of the 18th Century. Other 

states soon followed. The office of the honorary 

consul was originally sanctified by common law. 

The extraordinary increase of consulates during 

the 19th and 20th Centuries highlighted the need 

for a more precise legal framework, particularly 

concerning the consular service and the status of 

consuls. 

Tracing the history of consular functions, one 

comes across a classical term "Proxenos" which 

meant a citizen of a city state, who felt friendship 

towards another city state and therefore he 

voluntarily took up some of roles which are 

fulfilled, in present times, by Honorary Consuls, 

Proxenos also used all his contacts and influence 

to support friendship or alliance with the town 

which he voluntary represented-like for example, 

Cimon, a Proxenos of Sparta in Athens who 

operated there even before the outbreak of the 

first Peloponnesian War (460 BC-circa 445 BC), 

nearly 2500 years ago. 

After years of consultations and preliminary work, 

the United Nations Conference on Consular 

Relations met in Vienna (Austria) and adopted on 

April 24, 1963 the Vienna Convention on Consular 

Relations and two optional protocols. The 

Convention 'baptized' both categories of consuls, 

gave them a legal status, invested them with the 

Consular relations have been established 

between peoples since ancient times. The history 

of the consular function is largely associated with 

the development of international trade and the 

economic interest of States.

Career consuls are state officials employed by the 

sending country while Honorary consuls are 

public dignitaries-politicians, economists, 

personalities in the finance, banking, cultural 

field, law and other professions-with financial 

independence. 

Honorary consuls are either citizens of the 

receiving States or of a third Country with 

permanent residency in the receiving States. They 

carry out the assigned mission in the "receiving 

States" in the interest of the "sending state" and 

their citizens. In accordance with international 

practice, Honorary consuls do not receive any 

regular payment or salary for their work. 

Honorary consuls do exactly the same work as 

career diplomats of the same rank. They are 

heads of missions. In fact, in capitals of the States, 

Honorary consuls act as Ambassadors. 

The Vienna Convention provides for two 

categories of consuls: Career consuls and 

Honorary consuls. The Convention does not 

define the Honorary consul. But it distinguishes 

between career consuls and honorary consuls in 

terms of legal status. 

UN authority and gave them global reach and 

recognition. Over ninety countries as well as 

several international organizations attended the 

Conference. It came into force on 19 March 1967. 

To date, the Vienna Convention has been ratified 

by over 130 countries. 

Born nearly one thousand years before the 

official consular corps, it would not be wrong to 

hold the institution of Honorary consuls as the 

mother of consular service. 

Having come out with flying colors in all climes 

and contingencies, the office of Honorary consul 

is once again experiencing a renaissance in the 

21st Century, due partly to the continuous 

development of communication encompassing 

all areas of life and partly to the oft -witnessed 
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decline in the financial resources made available 

to the foreign services. The economic sense 

underlying their functioning has made Honorary 

consuls more and more sought after and has led 

to more and more Honorary consuls being 

appointed in preference over career consuls. They 

have earned high praise for their work from heads 

of states and governments. 

After 'baptism' in 1963 of the Honorary consul 

arose the need for bonding & brotherhood of 

widely scattered and functionally self -centered 

consuls. This deeply felt need was fulfilled on 2nd 

October in 1982 when Federation International 

des Corps et Associations Consularies-FICAC-(now 

also called World Federation of Consuls) was 

founded in Copenhagen by a small group of 

visionaries led by Consuls General Vagn Jespersen 

of Denmark. This body gave consuls of the world a 

much -needed forum to share experiences and 

co-ordinate efforts to enhance their status and 

effectiveness and to bring together Consular 

Associations and Corps from all around the globe. 

Consuls are of two categories-career consuls and 

honorary consuls. In practical terms, the 

difference between a career consular officer and 

an honorary one is that the latter does not belong 

to the official diplomatic and consular cadre of the 

sending state. He is not a state-employee, and is a 

well-known and respectable citizen or permanent 

resident of the receiving state. Furthermore, 

service as an Honorary consul is usually not his or 

her main source of income. 

An Honorary consul is normally appointed by 

countries who do not wish to spend substantial 

amounts required to position a career consul in 

the receiving States. Even for States with great 

financial capabilities, the increase of cultural, 

touristic , economic and trade relations with 

distant places of the world have rendered the 

performance of consular functions only through 

diplomatic missions exceedingly difficult, due to 

the very nature of the fact that embassies are 

located only in the capitals of the receiving states 

while even the richest states may not be able to 

afford setting up consulates headed by career 

consuls in every important city of a receiving State 

where such offices may be required in their 

own interests. 

Honorary consuls now exist in almost every 

country in the world. They are emerging as 

significant components of diplomatic power in the 

scheme of traditional diplomacy exercised from 

embassies. Appointing an Honorary consul saves 

them the cost of supporting staff and sending out 

their own citizens as full time diplomatic 

representatives abroad. Persons occupying the 

office of Honorary consul are well-respected 

persons in prominent social positions. They are 

established businessmen, captains of industry, 

we l l - reputed profess iona ls  and former 

bureaucrats of high caliber and level of their 

service is highly professional and in no way less 

than of career consuls. 

Proxena or Proxenia in ancient Greece was an 

arrangement whereby a citizen hosted foreign 

Ambassadors at his own expense, in return for 

Honorary titles from the State. The citizen was called 

proxenos or proxeinos.






